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Potential authors are invited, but not obliged, to contact the Guest Editors to discuss preliminary ideas.

Details
International Perspectives in Psychology is issuing this call for a special issue of conceptual, methodological, empirical (e.g., qualitative, quantitative, mixed methods), training and education, practical, and policy articles; briefs; and accounts of praxis and lived experience in relation to projects performed by professionals worldwide targeting various aspects of the COVID-19 pandemic. Articles must include a focus on one or more of the following United Nations Sustainable Development Goals: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 11, 12, 16, and/or 17.

This special issue will feature work conducted by the APA Division 52 COVID-19 taskforce as well as welcome contributions from: social justice activists and advocates; critical social theorists; emancipatory, empowerment, and liberation researchers, educators, and practitioners; epidemiologists; ethnographers; geographers; governmental researchers and policy makers; public health researchers and policy makers; social policy researchers; political scientists; economists; anthropologists; linguists; new media scholars; and sociologists, as well as researchers, educators, and practitioners in all subdisciplines of psychology.

Submissions
500-word proposals should be sent to the Guest Editors.

Timeline
500-word proposal due: January 31, 2021
Co-editors review proposals and invite full paper submissions: March 1, 2021
Full manuscript due: July 1, 2021
Anticipated publication date: Spring 2022

Additional information about International Perspectives in Psychology and a link to the journal’s submission portal are available on the International Perspectives in Psychology homepage.

Special issue related correspondence can be emailed to the Guest Editors. General correspondence can be emailed to the Editor, Stuart Carr, PhD (S.C.Carr@massey.ac.nz).